APDRC Plan for the Roll-out, Road Map to Community Resilience
Community Resilience ToT, 15-17 Mar 2017

«APDRC Intro»
Video Film (4 minutes):

Together Toward Resilient Communities
Key Components on APDRC’s Commitment

Piloting

Digitalization

Knowledge Management
**APDRC’s Commitment on the R2R**

- 『AP Regional Training』
  - When: 4th Quarter, 2017
  - Where: tbc
  - Remarks: To invite Facilitators from Global ToT participants

- A series of 『Lessons-Learned Workshops(LLWs)』 on R2R
  - When: 2018
  - Where: 4 sub-regions in AP
  - Remarks: P2P in inviting field-tested NSs from other regions
APDRC’s Commitment on the R2R (cont’d)

- Easy-to-understand 『e-learning course』 on R2R
  - When: 2018

- Interactive 『Mobile App.』 on R2R
  - When: 2018
  - Specificity: Key takeaway incl. Real cases from the field
  - Remarks: Form the Task-force Team, any option for 『Online SR Game』
APDRC’s Commitment on the R2R (cont’d)

-『Online Database』 on the R2R
  - When: March 2017～
  - How: Provide key resources and data visualisation via. APDRC’s website
  - Remarks: Analytic data management platform to be developed, so-called ‘Search Engine Optimisation(SEO)’

-『Expertise Pool』 of the R2R
  - When: March 2017～
  - How: Based on the Global ToT, Regional ToT and Field-tested NSs
  - Remarks: P2P, Exchange
Any suggestions and/or expectations from APDRC?
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